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2 Introduction 

2.1 General introduction 

Mobile Age is a challenging project that will allow older adults to access relevant open data 
and government services in a user-friendly, mobile-digital environment. RCM implemented 
a co-creation methodological approach to provide these services and information to older 
adults. Co-creation is a key element of this project and the biggest challenge for the 
region’s government. Instead of using the well-known concept of crowdsourcing, the 
regional government used citizen-sourcing in their policy process - an «act of taking a task 
that is traditionally performed by a designated public agent and outsourcing it to an 
undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an “open call”» (Hilgers and Ihl, 
2010). This kind of participation differs in the degree of citizen power on the ‘participation 
ladder’, (Arnstein, 1969). In this case, citizens, in collaboration with the government, are 
working on and are involved in policy making and decision making from start to finish.   
RCM’s goal was to provide a service that is user friendly, smart, and inexpensive - an ‘age 
friendly’ environment of practical use to older adults. Mobile technology has been selected 
as the easiest means to introduce our service due to the high level of data provided on the 
internet. Education in the use of electronic data is seen as crucial to the technological 
adoption of the service to an older age group.  
 
Using a Co-creation process in developing an improved provision of service through a 
mobile application has many benefits. For example: 

-          Government staff gain experience in designing projects that include the citizen’s 
voice in their planning and procedures  

-          The general raising of awareness of the problems faced by the older adults on 
health issues 

-          The stimulation of a stronger citizen-state bond in a time of economic crisis and 
increased questioning of the welfare state 
 

It seems evident that the co-creation process performed in the Mobile Age project at RCM, 
was beneficial for all the stake holders and the experience of that process will be used for 
future planning. The co-creation process for RCM was a completely new approach to 
creating projects. RCM found the experience of the whole co-creation process enlightening 
and pioneering.  

2.2 Co-creation focus/problems & value proposition  

According to WHO (World Health Organization), an age-friendly city should provide policies, 
services, settings and infrastructure to enable people to age actively by:  
• recognizing the wide range of capacities and resources among older people  
• anticipating and responding flexibly to ageing-related needs and preferences 
• respecting their decisions and lifestyle choices  
• protecting those who are most vulnerable and  
• promoting their inclusion in and contribution to all areas of community life. 
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Figure 1: Friendly cities and communities 

In RCM we focused on the health issues and problems of older adults, who are the most 
vulnerable part of the community, in search for the proper available health provider in an 
attempt to provide social support related to health services through communication and 
information using the internet. Co-creation required extensive participation of different 
stakeholders through recruitment and engagement activities.  
 
All the participating bodies were represented in the project team and it was, constantly, 
enriched with new members according to the needs (Region of Central Macedonia, Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki, Open Care Centers).  
 
The Civil sector (OCC) with the Region of Central Macedonia (RCM), the Scientific Community 
with the Aristotle University (AUTH), the service providers along with the end users guarantee 
an integrated approach of the project. (Figure 2)  

 
Figure 2: Participants bodies 

 
The methodology during the co-creation phases is meant to be a short range, smart 
implementation of the helix model for planning (Figure 2).    
 
Primarily, through co-creation we began the selection of the health sectors followed by the 
search of the stakeholders and analysis, data providers and the existed data. This allowed us to 
define the initial topic of health sector that we should focus, which was the connection between 
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the doctor – recipe – pharmacist and the efficiency in searching different doctors and 
pharmacist. Additionally and gradually we identified what services the application can provide 
and how the older adults can benefit by it performing interviews, workshops using 
questionnaires and discussion with the participants. Finalizing the different personas we were 
able to survey any potential service based on the open data that can be found and be relevant 
to them. Co-creation help us realize the main issues that interest the older adults, the 
information needed and the older adults guided us to the sort of an application that can be 
more useful to them. 
 
Secondly, based on the personas, we build our application that was presented to the 
participants at paper prototype design activities and through questionnaires we had a valuable 
feedback by the older adults for the evaluation of the design and the information provided. 
After the evaluation of the results from the workshops we had enough information about the 
design and the context of the application, which the older adults wanted.    
AUTH created the most age friendly design and form of the application, according to the results 
of the co-creative workshops and under consideration of the ability to use a mobile 
phone/tablet due to the age related health problems (reduction of vision, memory, movement 
etc) 
 

 
Figure 3: Co-creation methods   

 
 
 
During this process of co-creation we had to encountered various problems:  
-the older adults attitude towards co-creation depending on generation/age/education/ 
income/gender. The different socio-economic status of the participants as a factor of 
understanding the process and the intimacy with digital activity 
-maintenance of older adults interest and ensure their continuous participation throughout the 
upcoming workshops  
-lack of trust, fear and anxiety in technology and the protection of their personal data 
-lack of confidence in state administration and the willing to co-create with them  
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- the IT-literacy of the older adults because they don’t use internet and they prefer more 
traditional ways of communication and information linked to a sense of security and familiarity 
( panel 1 & 2 below)  
-lack of experience of the project team (RCM/AUTH/OCC) in similar projects which demands co-
creation  
The key factors to eliminate the problems was: 
- to persuade the older adults that we provide a safe, secure and age friendly application, that can 
be used by them and their relatives,  
- demonstration of good will, organization and reliability in designing and completing the project. 
   
Data concerning internet usage and accessibility in Greece from the Greek Statistical 
Authority (1st quarter of year 2016) 

  
Table 1: Internet use 

Individuals never used  internet by age groups

  Total Country   Never used inernet  

TOTAL POPULATION
7967858 2264269

Age Class  

16 - 24 
970702 31177

25 - 34 
1344329 55270

35 - 44 
1623227 196452

45 - 54 
1575979 324260

55 - 64 
1350558 753545

65 - 74 
1103063 903565

SOURCE: Survey on the use of information and communication technologies by  households and individuals, year 2016
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Table 2: Internet activities 

 

The value proposition of the Mobile Age co-creation project is to provide an age friendly 
application suitable to the needs and expectations of the older adults and citizens in 

Internet activities by user's age group – 1rst quarter 2016

Main activities for private purpose
AGE GROUPS

16 - 24 25 - 34 35 - 44 45 - 54 55 - 64 65 - 74

Communication

Sending / receiving e-mails 20,3 25,3 24,8 19,3 8,1 2,2

23,5 26,6 22,0 16,8 8,5 2,6

23,1 27,7 24,9 16,9 5,9 1,5
Access to information

15,9 23,1 25,3 21,6 10,8 3,3
Finding information about goods or services 15,9 24,1 25,9 21,2 10,2 2,7
Use of entertainment

Playing or downloading games 28,7 31,6 19,3 12,8 5,8 1,8

Listening to music (e.g.web radio, music streaming) 23,4 27,0 23,4 18,2 6,3 1,7

24,1 23,6 21,8 20,0 8,4 2,1

32,9 30,2 19,3 10,3 5,6 1,7

23,0 26,6 24,4 17,6 6,6 1,8
Creativity

31,8 24,2 21,0 16,1 5,9 1,0

Creating websites or blogs 18,1 34,1 28,1 12,3 5,9 1,5
E-health

13,6 23,5 26,6 22,2 10,7 3,4

3,3 31,1 34,4 19,4 10,0 1,8
Other online services

15,4 28,0 26,0 20,2 8,4 2,0

Selling of goods or services via auctions (e.g. e-Bay) 9,5 21,6 37,0 22,1 8,8 1,0

Internet banking   8,5 25,9 31,5 22,1 9,9 2,1

15,1 31,2 27,6 19,0 5,5 1,6

Telephoning over the internet / video ,  calls (via 
webcam) over the internet (using applications, e.g. 
Skype  or Facetime) 

Participating in social networks (creating user 
profile, posting messages or other  contributions to 
facebook, twitter,etc.)

Reading online news / newspapers / news 
magazines 

Watching internet streamed TV (live or catch-up) 
from TV broadcasters

Watching video on demand from commercial 
services (Netflix, HBO)

Watching video content from sharing services 
(e.g.YouTube)

Uploading self-created content (text, photos, music, 
videos, software, etc.) to any website to be shared

Seeking health-related information (e.g. injury, 
disease, nutrition,improving health, etc.)

Making an appointment with a practitioner via the 
website (e.g. of o hospital or a health care centre

Using services related to travel or travel related 
accommodation   

Using payment accounts (e.g. PayPal) to pay for 
goods or services purchased over the internet

SOURCE: Survey on the use of information and communication technologies by households and individuals, year 2016
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general, that will reduce the anxiety of finding the proper health provider   which exist as 
scattered information on the internet, on platforms with a distinct topic, e.g. only on-call 
pharmacies, that are not friendly to the older adults who don’t have intimacy with 
computers. 
 
The existing situation demand using phone calls for doctor and hospital appointment, 
which, in many times, means long waiting time or automatic, machine answers that 
confuses and maximize the communication problem. The in-person, appointment service 
is only causes more lines, tiredness and enervation.  
 

2.3 Target Audience  

One of the main necessities of the older adults is the easy access to the health providers 
and as technology has conquered all the aspects in our life, the fastest way for retrieving 
information is on line. RCM‘s proposition is interesting and meaningful l for different 
stakeholders. 

- Older adults: Health sector is very important topic of interest amongst older adults 
and they are often in need of health services. Nowadays technology replaced older 
ways of information search and organizing and almost every aspect of life can be 
organized on line. So RCM’s Mobile Age project will create an application which 
concentrates all the information needed by the older adults, who don’t have 
intimacy with computers and find it difficult and confusing to use, in an age 
friendly environment to make easier and anxiety free the access to health 
providers. 

- Relatives: relatives are concern for the older members of their family and their 
health issues. Sometimes they cannot spend time searching for the health 
providers they need and the older adults feel neglected and dependent. An easy 
access application, such as RCM will create will give at older adults  the 
opportunity to feel more independent and increase autonomy and self-confidence, 
making relatives play only a supportive part as a transportation mean if needed. 
Relatives including children and grandchildren play a crucial role in encouragement 
to use digital technologies 

- Open Care Centers: can support the Mobile Age project of RCM by using the 
application in their facilities, train the older adults to use it and to serve their 
members if they cannot use the computers/mobile phones/tablets.  

-  Regional government: RCM can disseminate the application to the public in the 
whole Region of Central Macedonia and Northern Greece. Gradually and through 
the promotion from the RCM it will be known to a wider audience and will be used 
by everyone and not only by the participants in the project. 
 

2.4 Stakeholders involved in the co-creation activities 

Below we provide you with an overview of the stake holders: 
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-  Regional government – relevant directorates: idea forming/surveying existing 
services, managing the co-creative activities, serve as member of the core project 
group, provide data, running workshops-interviews, evaluate results / defining data  

- Aristoteles University of Thessaloniki (AUTH): the software developers of the 
application, participate at workshops-interviews  

- Open Care Centers (KAPH): staff experienced in working with older adults, support 
the co-creation , participate at the organization of the workshops,  focus groups 

- Older adults: the focus group of the project and the key to co-creation process 
- Data providers: such as the Pharmacists Record of Thessaloniki, the Medical 

Association of Thessaloniki 
- Other organization/individual: such as media/journalists that may report about the 

co-creation activities 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4: Stakeholders involvement 
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Figure 5: Number of People involved per stakeholder Group 

 

2.5 RCM –field site of Region of Central Macedonia 

 The Region of Central Macedonia is the second most populated and largest region in 
Greece and the main gateway towards Balkan countries. The capital of the region and 
administrative center of RCM, Thessaloniki, is the second biggest city in Greece and the 
economic, trade, transportation and cultural center of Northern Greece and a popular 
travel destination by Balkan tourists. Its population is up to 1.110.312 residents and the 
whole area of RCM up to 1.880.058 residents (ELSTAT 2011). Statistically residents aged 
60+ years account for 25, 36% of the population – 476.784 residents (ELSTAT 2011). 
Considering the increasing demographic problem of Greece this is a large percentage in the 
overall structure of the social fabric. 

 
The district of Thessaloniki has 27 hospitals (private clinics and public hospitals), doctors up 
to 8.600 registered at the Medical Association working in private or public sectors, 
Pharmacists up to 1.192 registered at the Pharmacists Association and a large number of 
other health professionals. The large number of health professionals, in general, serves not 
only citizens from all over the region, who seek a better health approach-especially to 
serious health problems- due to degradation of public health because of the economic 
crisis, but also citizens of other countries who came as health tourists.  
 
Despite the good proportion of citizens /doctors/pharmacists, citizens and especially older 
adults, who have lower income, search for health services less expensive, easily found and 
free provided by the state. This necessity will try to cover up the application of Mobile Age 
provided by RCM, who concentrates all the open-data for health services proposed by the 
older adults through an age friendly environment. 
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Image 1: Region of Central Macedonia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 2: Thessaloniki 
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Image 3: Thessaloniki 
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3 Report on Activities 

3.1 Rationale for co-creation in Region of Central Macedonia 

As indicated above, we realized that a major sector that senior citizens could be helped 
with was that of health. We had therefore to explore possible ways in which we could find 
out their major concerns about their health and then try to imagine as facilitators and data 
providers how certain needs could be addressed. We had to make ourselves think from 
their point-of-view and initially try to recruit and engage them in an active manner so that 
the “co” part of the co-creation process would be further enhanced. We chose to focus in 
the area of Thessaloniki, which is the capital of RCM and lots of diversity in senior citizens 
needs could be recognized. Furthermore, we did that due to practical reasons, since RCM 
headquarters is situated in the Regional Authority of Thessaloniki (wider area) and 
especially in the Municipality of Thessaloniki (narrower area). Most of our stakeholders and 
potential stakeholders are also situated here. 

 
1. Planning 
1.1 Engaging Stakeholders 
We had to approach and engage stakeholders that had been identified in the previous 
stages. We had initially identified external key stakeholders as following (co- creators, data 
providers etc): 

• Municipality of Thessaloniki – Open Care Centers (focus groups) 
• Medical Association of Thessaloniki 
• Pharmaceutical Association of Thessaloniki 
• Opticians Association 
• Union of Rehabilitation centers 
• EOPYY (Greek Health System Provider) 

 
We were open, however, to any suggestions that might occur according to the type of data 
that would offer meaningful services to senior citizens and we were also ready to address 
other municipalities situated in the Regional Authority of Thessaloniki (such as Municipality 
of Kalamaria, Municipality of Neapoli – Sykies, which both have an active Municipality 
profile) in case something wouldn’t go smoothly in our co-operation with the Municipality 
of Thessaloniki which was our initial intended stakeholder in order to recruit senior citizens. 
 
In the first place, a contact has been made to the Municipality of Thessaloniki to explore whether a 
cooperation in terms of service co-creation would interest their members and the administration of 
Open Care Centers. A formal letter was addressed to them providing all necessary information 
about the project and requesting their co-operation which they shortly afterwards approved and 
eagerly offered. 

The director of this Open Care Centres offered us information on the best way to approach 
the Mobile Age Focus groups. She informed us that the process would be the following: 
 

a) Initial information should be sent to all directors of the 14 OCC of the Municipality 
of Thessaloniki in the format of an email and a poster asking the interested senior 
citizens to express their interest on attending an informational event on Mobile Age 
without any further obligation. 
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b) The 14 directors would subsequently collect the names and contact details of these 
OCC members. 

c) They would inform OCC about the number of those interested senior citizens from 
their OCC. She would then pick two or three, those with the largest numbers of 
possible participants and let us now which where the most popular OCCs and 
suitable for organising such an event. 

d) We would set a date together on one of the most popular OCC 
e) We would send another poster advertising this event in that OCC and also in the 

adjacent OCCs, in case someone also wanted to participate but their OCC was not 
one of the most popular ones. 

f) The informational event would then take place. 
 

This was the course of action taken. We ended up with three possible OCC (No 12, No 3 and 
No 4). No 12 was selected as first. 
 

 
Figure 6: Stakeholder Engagement per co-creation Stream 

 
1.2 Preparatory Meeting for Informational Events 
We had various small and large scale preparatory meetings, here we report on the most 
important one that took place only few days before the 1st official informational event. 
 
Preparatory Meeting for 1st informational Event 
On 13/6/2017, we held our first preparatory meeting in RCM with AUTH with the aim to set 
the layout of the meeting and keep everything as well planned as possible. 
 
During this meeting, which was of our most productive ones, we agreed on how we will 
speak to the senior citizens, we decided who should say what and in which order, in order 
to inform them about Mobile Age. It was not an easy task, because we only had a few hints 
on what to expect from their level of understanding and on their expectations. We also had 
to decide on the printed material that should be available and handed out to them during 
this informational event. We also had to make sure that a powerpoint presentation would 
be prepared to assist us in our effort to use all possible media to help them understand 
what this project was about and how they could be a part of it. Terms as co-creation, open 
data, services, applications would have to be explained, which would be a challenging task 
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for people like us and without knowing their familiarity with mobile devices and especially 
with the idea of using an application from a smartphone or tablet. 
 
We also decided that all of us would participate in this event, so that we would have more 
people to reply to questions, provide help to senior citizens in understanding texts (consent 
forms etc), take some pictures and/or videos from the event, and even more importantly 
observe and document what was happening in order to get some idea on the ways to 
improve this event the next time. For that reason, we had the idea to also take with us 2 
young interns in RCM to ask them to keep notes on that and make any comments to us 
with their fresh point of view. 
 
During this preparatory meeting, the material that was presented to us by ifib proved to be 
very inspiring and we tried to have something similar created to hand over to senior 
citizens. We only had a short time to have something prepared and it would be difficult to 
have printed material delivered to us by our gov2u partners. However, a one-page 
informational sheet and a nice consent form were designed for us on time and we used our 
own printing facilities. 
 
A second activity was designed in order to get the senior citizens involved in a higher 
degree and to show them a clearer view of the project. Specifically, we also prepared a 
questionnaire that would contain a set of demographic questions and also a set of health-
related questions which would help us better explore their needs. The questionnaire would 
be disseminated to them regardless of their final decision to participate in the Mobile Age 
project or not and our doctor, colleague form the Health Department would try to make it 
comprehensible for them.  
 

a) Emphasis would be given on feedback from us (internal) and of course from the 
senior citizens, as it was indicated in the meeting that we had in Thessaloniki earlier 
in March with partners from ifib and UCL. 

b) It was important to keep in our mind that we would keep the process open to 
whatever the senior citizens would like to express as a health-related need and to 
explore possible ideas for services that would refer to various aspects of health. 
Some examples of these aspects occurred from the minutes taken from the 
“knowledge-transfer” session from ifib and UCL during March 2017 in Thessaloniki. 
Such issues would be the way to get medicine prescribed, types of doctors usually 
visited (private, public, hospitals etc), specialties of doctors usually visited, mobility 
issues to visit doctors, pharmacy loyalty and trust to pharmacists. We would have an 
approach that would encourage any comment and idea regardless of whether RCM 
would have datasets supporting this service or not. 
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Figure 7: Participation in preparatory meetings 

 
 
1.3 Informational events 
As we mentioned before, this preparatory meetings led to the organization of two 
informational events. The first one took place on the 23rd of June and the latter, due to 
extremely hot temperatures which would endanger the health of senior citizens, was 
initially planned for the 30th of June but finally took place after summer, on the 2nd of 
October 2017 since the OCCs had a daily summer swimming excursion program starting on 
the first week of July 2017 and participation in our informational event would be greatly 
decreased if we ignored that factor and organized it anyway. 
 

 
 
Figure 8:  Participation in informational events 
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1st Informational Event in 12th  Open Care Center – 23rd of June 2017 

Stage Recruitment and engagement 

ID 1 

Event 1st Informational Event in order to recruit senior citizens for core project 
group 

Date 23rd June 2017, @ 10 o’clock 

Length 1,5 hours approximately + half an hour before and half an hour after 

Location Open Care Center 12 (in Vafopouleio Area) 

Participants RCM, AUTH, 2 Intermediaries, 17 members of the Local Open Care 
Center 

Intended goal/researchers agenda before intervention 

Present Mobile Age to a group of open care centers members and recruit people for our core project 
group. Do a first activity (questionnaire) 

Activities/tasks 

The Mobile Age Team in Thessaloniki presented their project to group of open care center members 
who had already been generally informed about it in order to recruit people for our focus groups. 

Specifically 

1. 5-10 minutes. A general introduction of who we are (names, specific field, role of each one 
of us during the process). There was an open discussion with questions and interruptions as 
we spoke. 

2. A 5-10 minute introduction of them (names, whether they have a mobile phone – mostly to 
understand their relationship with technology and also as an ice-breaking activity). All had 
at least one device, mainly a phone or smartphone but only one had tablets. 

3. A General presentation of the project (Kallitsa, Elina) and what they have focused on in 
South Lakeland, Bremen, Zaragoza and what we are going to focus on in Thessaloniki – data 
and services from Health domain. Kallitsa referred to the form of consent. 

4. 3-4 minutes from Elina describing open data and giving an example of such a service from 
OASTH (the local bus service provider in Thessaloniki that provides real-time info on bus 
arrivals ). We also mentioned the tablets which are going to be used for testing purposes 
and handed out after the completion of the project with a random allocation process. A 
lady asked how much they cost, we gave an answer of about 100-150 euros and said that 
one can even find much more expensive ones  

5. Material disseminated:  

1. Short welcoming -informational leaflet (1 page) 

2. Participatory informational sheet (details and text that describe terms of cooperation) 

3. Form of consent 

4. 1st activity material – questionnaire 
5. pens for those who needed one 

6. Evangelos made a description of the questionnaire, explained the questions and helped 
them answer them 

7. Other people (from our Mobile Age Team(RCM, AUTH)) took part in helping older people 
complete the questionnaires. Some could not easily read the questionnaires- they didn’t 
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have their glasses with them, for some it was not easy to write, carried bugs, had no space 
to leave them. They sometimes almost replied at the previous questions checkbox the 
answer for the next one. Some had trembling hands and couldn’t easily write. While one of 
us was helping two ladies complete their questionnaires, other people from RCM were 
documenting and wrote down especially ideas that were expressed in open-type questions 

8. Manolis described a possible service when an open type question was set in order to give 
them some ideas. 

9. General information was given on the next steps – date of next meeting was not precisely 
fixed but it is planned to take place in September 

10. Feedback was asked on participants on whether they find it interesting so far to participate, 
most were cheerful and interested. 

11. Feedback was asked on participants specific fields in order to make the next informational 
event better (whether there would be something else that they would be interested in 
finding out about us or the project etc). On that question they gave us ideas on other 
services that were either relevant or completely out of our range of influence. Some were 
under the impression that they would learn more about technology and how to use mobile 
phones and the whole project would have a seminar approach. They said they understood 
what it was about, but some peoples’ answers indicated otherwise. 

12. Photographs and small length videos were taken for our newsletter and our dissemination 
activities 

Mobile Age and the idea of co-creation of services – was met with a very positive response.  

Outcome 

Date for next Mobile Age project group meeting was set with them to take place in the early days of 
September. A number of questionnaires and consent forms have already been collected. Some 
members of Open Care Centers who are interested but could not attend today will have the 
opportunity to join us in our next workshops and to answer the questionnaire.  

Observation notes 

It went very well generally. 17 attendants + 2 intermediaries. There were 6 employees from RCM and 
2 young colleagues during their internship. The two interns were asked to note down services and 
provide feedback to us with their fresh point of view. A service developer attended on behalf of 
AUTH. Only 2 of the 17 participants were men (!) and one of the intermediaries. Few of the 
attendants were from other Open Care Centers. There was a provocative question about which 
company has made the offers for the tablets to EU indicating that a company may have profited from 
this project but we suppose that this type of questions occurs commonly. 

The room was a bit crowded and in the next room there was an exercise -gym class taking place but 
it was surprisingly quiet -mostly women took part there, too. Participation would have been much 
larger a few days earlier but an organised 3-day excursion had started that day, so we had some 
“leaks”. 
When they were asked for feedback, most said they found it interesting, they wanted to participate. 
Some had false impression about what it is and anticipated to find out things about technology and 
how to use devices and get help on using their mobiles. When we asked them if they understood 
what it was about, they said yes, but then when further explaining their ideas we realised it was not 
so clear to them. When completing the questionnaires, one old lady that entered later told me that 
she would get the answers from another lady which was there before and then hand it over to us. (of 
course I told her that we needed her own view on that) 

When asked what could be improved in today’s session, a lady told us that we could implement a 
type of service such as a panic button. Another one, when asked the same question replied that we 
could extend OASTH’s (Thessaloniki Bus Service) informational service on all bus stops. An old man 
told us “I was expecting other things and what I heard from you was different.” He wanted to listen 
about how to use his mobile device and started telling to one of us how he ended up losing all his 
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phone contacts and trying to recover some from his wife’s and sister’s phone. Another lady was 
enthousiastic about our “seminars” and wanted to learn how to use devices. After most of the people 
had left, we tried to take a photo and asked her to take one picture with the use of a tablet, in order 
to help her get a feeling of the device, but she couldn’t do it successfully… 

Easy access to doctors, appointment booking and medicine might be some of the top issues of their 
concern.- but that’s without taking into account the answers recorded in questionnaires. 

There were present 17 out of 25 who initially declared interest, which we find a quite large number to 
handle. We are planning to fix a date (probably the 30th of June) at the next OCC (Lampraki Area) if 
colleagues from the RCM Health Department are available. 

Reflection 

At first the intermediaries informed us that everything is set and we should only bring a laptop, but a 
projector was also needed. Fortunately, it was relatively close to RCM premises, but we have to carry 
one with us in the next informational events just in case, also with a power supply. 

Some of the people who attended had probably received personal calls in order to attend and were 
somehow “preselected” and “screened” by the intermediaries. 

The social and economic status of the people attending that Open Care Center was relatively high. 
(Some only visit private doctors, all said that they have mobile devices, they seemed not to be in 
need of social pharmacies, or to be worried about cost of medicine, they use cars to go to the 
doctor, they are insured etc). We even reversed the question about getting medicine from social 
pharmacies to donating medicine to them and whether such an application would make sense. 

We were “worried” that the socio-economic situation of other areas of Thessaloniki will be 
completely different and other services will make sense to them. 

People doing their practice in RCM suggested that we might consider next time to open a discussion 
in the beginning on using smartphones or phones with buttons and ask them if they use any 
applications in order to introduce the term “application” and get a feeling of what an application 
means to them. They also suggested that we might use a more down-to-earth greek approach that 
reflects their needs (not like Germany where perhaps other basic issues are already resolved, but 
one reflecting their everyday needs in a way that health issues would be addressed) 

The concept of open data is a bit confusing and needs some better explaining. 

The heat and high temperature can turn out to be a critical factor on attendance and length of 
meetings in months like June, when temperatures are reaching high levels in Thessaloniki. 

A little bit of help during workshops with their devices can be a serious motive for some of them. 

They are a generation not used to co-create, they must have been surprised to hear that they are 
going to make this application work (with our help of course) 

AUTH was a bit worried because they are a large group and we might not be able to work with all of 
them in the desired depth. We reassured him that it is a good starting number and it is going to 
decrease significantly in September. 

Old people like it when they express themselves  (a woman who was a volunteer for many years was 
happy to inform us about the work being done in social pharmacies). Attending an informational 
event and deciding to participate in the project can prove to be a valuable social interaction to some 
of them. 

We have to ensure they have read and checked the checkboxes on the consent forms because they 
sometimes forget to tick all of them. 

In some questionnaire replies we have to indicate whether they can check more than one answers. 
When replying other, we have to remind them to describe what other means. It was a good thing 
that we remembered the change in Greek educational system that in the past included a 6-year 
length High School education whereas now it’s 3 years High School and 3 years Lyceum, so as to 
indicate to them to reply Lyceum if they have finished old type High School. 
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Image 4: Workshop image 
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Image 5: Workshop image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 6: Workshop image 

2nd Informational Event in 3rd Open Care Centre – 2nd of October 2017 

Stage Recruitment and engagement 

ID 1 

Event 1st Informational Event in order to recruit senior citizens for core project 
group 

Date 2nd October 2017, @ 10 o’clock 

Length 1,5 hours approximately + half an hour before and an hour and a half 
after 

Location Open Care Center 3 (in Ano Poli Area) 

Participants RCM, AUTH, 2 Intermediaries, 13 members of the Local Open Care 
Center 

Intended goal/researchers agenda before intervention 

To inform potential participants about the project, collect consensus forms, make a first activity with 
questionnaires, check whether they relate to answers gathered from intervention 1st informational 
event in OCC 12. 
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Activities/tasks 

The Mobile Age Team in Thessaloniki presented their project to group of open care center members 
who had already been generally informed about it in order to recruit people for our focus groups. 

Specifically 

13 old adults attended + 2 intermediaries (one of them was the director of Open Care Centers in 
Thessaloniki). Not all of us had arrived on time, so we handed over some material (informational 
sheets, consent forms) to keep them busy, because they were eager to start soon, while we were 
waiting for the rest of us to arrive. Finally, we were introduced and then we had a short Q&A session 
about their IT & mobile literacy. 3 out of 13 had a smart device, the rest use simple phone devices. 
We presented the Mobile Age project. They seemed interested. We explained the project and the 
co-creation process avoiding the open-data concept that had confused the first group. 

1. 5-10 minutes. A short look on the informational material which was disseminated to older 
adults to earn more time so that everybody has arrived. 

2. 5-10 minutes. A general short introduction of who we are (names, specific field, role of each 
one of us during the process). 

3. A 5-10 minute introduction of them (names, whether they have a mobile phone – mostly to 
understand their relationship with technology and also as an ice-breaking activity). We also 
used the term “application” this time to make a connection later on as the interns of RCM 
had suggested after the first informational event in OCC No 12. 

4. A General presentation of the project and what they have focused on in South Lakeland, 
Bremen, Zaragoza and what we are going to focus on in Thessaloniki – data and services 
from Health domain. We, then, referred to the form of consent. The presentation was the 
same as the one in the OCC No 12, only with the addition of the information that this is the 
second informational event and we showed them a slide referring to the 1st event.  

5. We also mentioned the tablets which are going to be used for testing purposes and handed 
out after the completion of the project with a random allocation process. 

6. Material disseminated:  

1. Short welcoming -informational leaflet (1 page) 

2. Participatory informational sheet (details and text that describe terms of cooperation) 

3. Form of consent 

4. 1st activity material – questionnaire 
5. pens for those who needed one 

7. We presented the questionnaire, they understood most of the questions and some were 
going faster than the rest of the group... They replied to the questions, commented on 
them, asked for clarifications and even spotted some omitions from the available answers. 
(eg. On the question: How (by what means of transport) do you usually get to the doctor? 
one spotted that there was no motorcycle option). There was some tension when we tried 
to explain that some of the ideas that they described could not be offered by the project. In 
a particular question, namely “What would be the ideal way of addressing your health-
related needs?” some answers were provided orally like “to have all hospitals in 
Thessaloniki on duty on a 24/7 basis”. Some tension was created because RCM is not 
responsible for the number of hospitals on duty but this might not be clear to our old adult 
participants. There was a debate on whether they could reply in such a way but it was 
resolved after a few minutes. 

8. Other people (from our Mobile Age Team(RCM, AUTH)) took part in helping older people 
complete the questionnaires. Some of the older adults were advancing too fast and had 
questions about points further down in the questionnaire and not everyone had the same 
pace. 
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9. AUTH described a possible service when an open type question was set in order to give 
them some ideas.  

10. Feedback was asked on participants on whether they find it interesting so far to participate, 
many expressed interest and positive  feedback, 7 handed over consent forms. 

11. In general the activity was conducted in a positive and fruitful climate. Some of the rest of 
us were walking around the old people trying to help in case they needed something. 
Others where documenting the event and taking pictures for our newsletter and our 
dissemination activities. This time we also recorded sound  with a microphone directly to 
the laptop. 

12. We asked  for feedback on that first event, it was positive. Mobile Age and the idea of co-
creation of services – was met with a very positive response. Many expressed interest and 
positive  feedback, 7 handed over consent forms. 

13. We went for a coffee afterwards and one of the old people joined us (teacher at a 
vocational school and offered to get some more questionnaires answered by handing them 
over to people who couldn’t attend) 

 

Outcome 

A number of questionnaires and consent forms have already been collected. Some members of Open 
Care Centers who are interested but could not attend today will have the opportunity to join us in our 
next workshops and to answer the questionnaire. Date for next Mobile Age project group meeting 
was not set with them, since we had to make an analysis of the questionnaires and also decide on the 
number of focus groups and the OCCs that we keep on working with. 

 

Observation notes 

We were calmer and more relaxed than the first time, but also less enthusiastic. We had forgotten to 
bring pens along so one had to buy and bring some to be used for filling in the questionnaires. 

Reflection 

As far as exploring health-related needs that could be addressed by our project, and spotting potential 
differences from the people from Open care center No 12, one could say that the needs of people 
from  Open Care Center 3 might be slightly different since their socio-economic level appeared to be 
slightly lower. They seemed more interested in booking appointments to visit public doctors and have 
more “down-to-earth” daily needs. 
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Image 7: Workshop image 
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Image 8: Workshop image 

 
3.2 Questionnaires + Replies from Questionnaires 

After having finished these informational events, we made an analysis of the data collected 
from the questionnaires from both OCCs which would lead us to focus on specific health-
related issues. 

 
The questionnaire consisted of 31 questions. The first 3 questions were demographic 
questions and the next 5 focused on their relation to mobile devices and internet 
availability. The rest asked about various aspects of their health-related needs. At that 
point we included some questions containing their interest on receiving alerts about 
atmospheric conditions in certain areas of Thessaloniki which was a dataset that was at 
that time available in RCM. However, this dataset has stopped being updated since that 
time, so we couldn’t potentially offer any service based on that and we stopped referring to 
it in the workshops that followed. 
 
The basic findings of the questionnaires are the following: 26 questionnaires have been 
completed, 14 from 12th OCC and 12 from 3rd OCC. Almost 3 out of 4 participants were 
women. 92% of them were above 65 years old. More than half of them had no computer 
skills at all and very few declared to have good or very good computer skills. 
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Figure 9: Gender distribution 

  

 
Figure 10: Computer skills 

 
Having in mind all these results, (and especially question no 24 which was about the ideal 
way to satisfy health-related needs) we tried to realize which approach we should follow in 
the next workshops with our focus groups. 
 
We came up with initially three and eventually two personas that we thought covered at 
least a subset of the senior citizens health-related features and tried to imagine some 
possible scenarios on health issues. 
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Persona 1: Vassilis Koukakis 
73, retired, insured to the State 
He has technological education 
He drives but prefers the bus on his journeys 
 
 
 
 
 
He uses a cell phone which he has almost always with 
him but he has little familiarity with the PCs. It feels 
more secure with its button-operated device, but it 
does not exclude the use of a touchscreen / 

smartphone, as it has internet access at home. 
He visits the physician or cardiologist monthly and makes regular microbiological 
examinations twice a year. He makes his appointments by phone. 
He knows his doctor for years and chooses him because he is relatively close to his home to 
go by walking when the weather permits, and  he is contracted with the Public Insurance 
System. Visits to the doctor mainly concern the prescription of medicines, as it needs to 
take 5 pills a day. 
His medications are taken from his "pharmacy". Generally his relationship with the 
pharmacist is very close and intimate. 
Mr. Koukakis has respiratory problems which are aggravated by the dampness of the city, 
but mainly by the high atmospheric pollution. He would like more information on this issue 
so he can move around safely in his neighbourhood and in the rest of the city. 
Future scenarios: 
Mr. Koukakis is worried about the need to go to the hospital, either for examinations or for 
hospitalization. 
• Could it be easy to get informed with the  Public Insurance System doctors who are free 
to serve? 
• You could have information about waiting in the hospitals that are on duty. 
• How could Mobile-Age help him?  
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Persona 3: Ioli Oikonomou 
75, retired 
Insured by the public health system 
She has the minor education 
She does not drive and goes wherever she needs by bus or car  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

She uses a mobile phone with buttons and has no familiarity with the PCs. She has internet 
access either in the OCC  or in a family house. 
 She visits a pathologist, a cardiologist, an ophthalmologist and an orthopedic practitioner 
twice a year and performs regular microbiological examinations once a year. She makes her 
appointments by phone. 
 She chooses her doctor to have contract with the Public Insurance System or visit a 
hospital or a Public Health Center. Visits to the doctor mainly involve prescribing drugs, and 
she needs to take 3-4 pills a day.  
She prefers the same pharmacy and prefers to go on her own because of her personal 
relationship with the pharmacist and follows his advice. 
 She does not go on vacation for a long time, so she has no problem finding drugs at 
another place of residence.  
She is interested in being aware of the availability of doctors most frequently visited and 
other health care professionals and the availability of medicines needed. Mrs Oikonomou  
has no respiratory problems but would like to have more information on this subject so 
that she can safely circulate in her neighborhood but also in the rest of the city.  
 
Future scenarios: Mrs Oikonomou is concerned about the need to go to the hospital either 
for examinations or for hospitalization. 
  Could it be easy to get information with the Public Insurance System doctors who are 
free to serve? 
 She could have been informed about waiting in the hospitals she wants to go.  
 She could have been informed about the availability of drugs  
 How could she be helped by Mobile-Age? 
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3.3 Preparatory Meeting for co-creation workshops on the 1/12/2017 

After the informational events and the questionnaire analysis, an internal meeting between 
RCM and AUTH was held with the purpose of getting informed about PBM in Madrid, to 
clarify open data issues (availability, degree of compliance, quality) and to prepare for the 
first co-creation workshop. 
Specifically, we aimed to focus on specific possible services based on relative datasets to 
clarify the availability and suitability of relative (open) data, to focus on specific areas of 
proposed services related to health based on the analysis of the questionnaires, to prepare 
the approach to be used in the first workshop. 
As far as open data is concerned, we aimed at determining the status of the datasets 
concerning doctors, pharmacies and hospitals. 
 
We discussed the possibility of AUTH retrieving data directly from the Medical Accosiation 
of Thessaloniki. A communication had taken place in the past between Medical Association 
of Thessaloniki and RCM (with a visit of 3 RCM employees to the Medical Accosiation 
Headquarters on the 1/11/2016) which successfully led to a direct link between AUTH and 
Medical Accosiation of Thessaloniki for data retrieval. However, the quality of the data was 
not satisfactory, since there is no 100% validity on doctor details’ updates. 
We decided to also ask for the dataset from EOPYY that is in the format AUTH prefers in 
order to navigate old people to the doctor’s offices and also provides online information on 
their available appointments since each doctor with EOPYY contract has a limited amount 
of free appointments per month for insured patients and after the doctor has filled up this 
number, the next patients have to pay in order to visit the doctor. 
We also tried to clarify the availability of an added value dataset of SYFA (an organisation 
related to the pharmacists accosiation – a lot of the pharmacists have joined forces under a 
corporate entity) so we made some calls to “key” people in SYFA. 
We also considered as easy to acquire and interesting for the senior citizens the dataset 
concerning hospitals on duty. 
We actually forgot to assign the task of talking to EOPYY official to one of us and were a bit 
vague on who would try to find the dataset of hospitals on duty. We left aside the datasets 
of rehabilitation centers, opticians and microbiologists as not so interesting according to 
the first questionnaires. After communication with the Open Care Centers, the 15th of 
December was the date fixed for the 1st workshop because all Open Care Centers had a 
Christmas fest on the 14th. The Open Care Center 12 was selected because the users 
seemed slightly more advanced as far technology is concerned.  
 
We also had a communication with the employee in charge of micropollutor indicators 
system data, in order to determine the availability and quality of open data related to 
micropollutor indicators in Thessaloniki. 
Specifically an employed in RCM was invited to join our meeting. He is, in charge of the 
related department concerning micropollutor indicator stations. He informed us that there 
is no current contract for the support of the micropollutor indicators network, although all 
related actions from his department have already taken place since July 2017. Some 
improvements and expansions on the network are expected but not something that will be 
available soon. At the time when these lines are written (25/04/2018), we were informed 
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that the contract about maintenance for these micropollutor indicator stations has been 
signed about 2 weeks ago. However, no micropollutor data has been imported in the 
database yet and we don’t know if the stations have started functioning and transmitting 
data again. 
 
Subsequently, we cannot count on the existence of such datasets, which is disappointing 
since most of the old people (96%), even without respiratory issues, were interested in 
learning about environmental pollution in certain areas and receiving such alerts. 
 
In that respect, we decided that we have to suggest the implementation of alternative 
services and not focus on micropollutor indicators and alerts on pollution. Furthermore, 
some interpretation from a medical point of view would be necessary for this task even if 
we have the data which is not available at the moment. We might take into account this 
service too, during app development, but we’ ll not emphasize on that on our workshop 
with the older adults because we’ll probably not be able to provide such a service. 
 

1. Workshops 
Three co-creation workshops have been organized until now. The dates and places where 
these workshops took place are described below: 

1. 1st Co-creation Workshop, 12th OCC, 15/12/2017 
2. 2nd Co-creation Workshop, 12th OCC, 2/3/2018 
3. 3rd Co-creation Workshop, 12th OCC, 24/4/2018 

 

 
Figure 11: Participation in the co-creation events 

1st Co-creation Workshop in 12th  Open Care Center – 15th of December 2017 

The specific purpose of this workshop was to demonstrate to older adults the results from 
the questionnaires gathered during the first 2 informational events from both OCCs , to 
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present ideas concerning basic services that appear to have some value for older adults and 
could be a basis for the creation of the application, to initially assess those basic services 
and to discuss about their co-creation. 
We also kept in mind to interrelate the services of the application to the needs of the 
beneficiaries, so as to achieve the best possible effectiveness. 
 
The event was held at a larger room than the one that the 1st informational event took 
place in. We had to make some re-arrangements on the tables and the orientation to make 
sure that everyone could have a clear view to the projector. Furthermore we wanted to 
interact actively with them, so we left plenty of space between the seats and left wide 
corridors open around the tables. Before the start of the event, we also had to make some 
arrangements by taking off the walls certain decorations so that we would have space to 
stick our flipchart type A2 size posters for an activity that we had already planned. 
Initially, an overview of the project was made for those who did not attend the previous 
events. Afterwards, the main findings from the processing of the results of the 
questionnaires gathered were demonstrated. As a result, specific services were selected as 
possible ideas of being offered through our application. A*n RCM employee described to 
the older adults the ideas that could be transformed into services. While presenting the 
basic features of those services, the participants gave their feedback by filling in a related 
assessment questionnaire. The design of the questionnaire had an easy layout. Each service 
name was described on the left in a few words. On the right hand side there was a 5-degree 
scale indicating whether the older adults consider this idea about a service not useful at all, 
or not so useful, indicated with two or one minus signs  (-) respectively, 0 if they consider it 
indifferent, and one and two plus (+) signs if they consider it useful and very useful 
respectively. 
During this activity, older adults participated actively and 19 assessment questionnaires 
were gathered. 
 
The content of the assessment questionnaires is presented below. 
 
Please evaluate the services of the application according to their usefulness to you. 

1. Services about doctors 

  - - - 0 + ++ 
1.a Information about doctors' specialty in a selected area      
1.b Information about doctors having a contract with Greek National 

Organization for Health Care Provision 
     

1.c  Direct communication with a selected doctor’s office      
1.d Navigate to the selected doctor’s office      

 
 

 

2. Services about pharmacies 

  - - - 0 + ++ 
2.a Send electronically prescription to the pharmacy      
2.b Examine drug availability without visiting the pharmacy      

https://www.translatum.gr/forum/index.php?PHPSESSID=9032ea004d1c2f52556ddc3054b7c17b&topic=181694.msg378568#msg378568
https://www.translatum.gr/forum/index.php?PHPSESSID=9032ea004d1c2f52556ddc3054b7c17b&topic=181694.msg378568#msg378568
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2.c Direct notification for pharmacies on-duty      
2.d  Locating 'nearby' pharmacies      
2.e Direct communication with a selected pharmacy      
2.f Navigate to the selected pharmacy      

 
3. Other services 

  - - - 0 + ++ 
3.a Immediate briefing for on-duty hospitals by specialty and area      
3.b Receive alert messages for high atmospheric pollution indicators      
3.c Ability to send sms      

 
Thank you very much! 
 
Another activity that we asked older adults to do, was to indicate the pharmacies they tend 
to visit, since most answers from the questionnaires of the 2 informational events indicated 
that they have certain routines and habits when they buy medicine and they tend to have a 
personal relation with a specific pharmasist which they trust. In terms of the service 
described as “2a electronically send the recipe to the pharmacist” this list of pharmacies 
used would prove to be very useful. 
Finally, an interactive session took place by discussing and noting on flip charts 
supplementary services required for meeting the beneficiaries' needs, discussing them with 
all participants, asking what their opinion was, etc. It was a sort of “justified brainstorming” 
session. At least two ideas came out of that session (Panic Button and Hospital 
appointments) 
 
The outcome could be described as: 
Great interest from the part of the beneficiaries. 12 consent forms. 19 filled assessment 
questionnaires about the services of the application. A list of proposed pharmacies to be 
included in the application. Flip chart notes with supplementary services needed. 
 
This co-creation event had the largest participation of beneficiaries, who showed a great 
interest in the activity and actively took part in the event. The basic services of the 
application were assessed positively in general. Apart from the basic services related to 
medical doctors (information about doctors of specific medical specialty in a designated 
area and EOPYY contracted, as well as direct communication and navigation to the selected 
doctor), the participants asked to be also informed about the availability of medical 
appointments of the certain doctor. Regarding the services related to the pharmacies, the 
participants stated that they were covered by the predicted services (electronic sending the 
medical description to the pharmacy in order to get feedback on its availability, direct 
information about the on-call pharmacies in a designated area, as well as direct 
communication and navigation to the selected pharmacy) and provided a list with the 
pharmacies that they deal with, so that they get included in the application. As far as other 
services are concerned, apart from information regarding the on-call hospitals by specialty 
and geographical area, the participants asked to be also informed about the availability of 
medical appointments at the out-patients clinics. Moreover, in addition to receiving sms 
alert about the levels of air pollution, the participants asked to get also relevant sms about 
the levels of humidity. Finally, they stressed out the need to have access to speed dial 
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buttons to emergency services - ambulance, police, fire brigade - and to close relatives. An 
old lady stressed that point at least twice by describing an event that had recently occurred 
to her and she was saved by immediately calling her daughter because she was in no 
condition to find and call the appropriate emergency numbers. 
 
A lot of supporting material was used during this event and specifically laptop & data 
projector, flipchart & coloured markers, consent forms, assessment questionnaire forms, 
list of proposed pharmacies forms, PP presentation, pens. 
 

 
Image 9: Workshop image 
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Image 10: Workshop image 

 

 
Image 11: Workshop image 
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Image 12: Workshop image 
 
Internal work and reflection 
 
After the workshop which ended in a happy Christmas mood we had an analysis on the 
data of our assessment of possible services. 
 
The results of the completed questionnaires regarding the usefulness of the suggested 
services were the following: 
 
1. Services about doctors 

  - - - 0 + ++ 
1.α Information about doctors' specialty in a selected area 1   10 8 
1.β Information about doctors having a contract with Greek National 

Organization for Health Care Provision 
   3 16 

1.γ  Direct communication with a selected doctor’s office    4 14 
1.δ Navigate to the selected doctor’s office 2  2 6 9 

 
 
 
2. Services about pharmacies 

https://www.translatum.gr/forum/index.php?PHPSESSID=9032ea004d1c2f52556ddc3054b7c17b&topic=181694.msg378568#msg378568
https://www.translatum.gr/forum/index.php?PHPSESSID=9032ea004d1c2f52556ddc3054b7c17b&topic=181694.msg378568#msg378568
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  - - - 0 + ++ 
2.a Send electronically prescription to the pharmacy 3   6 10 
2.b Examine drug availability without visiting the pharmacy 2  1 5 11 
2.c Direct notification for pharmacies on-duty   2 1 15 
2.d  Locating 'nearby' pharmacies 1  2 2 14 
2.e Direct communication with a selected pharmacy 2  1 5 10 
2.f Navigate to the selected pharmacy  1 2 4 11 

 
3. Other services 

  - - - 0 + ++ 
3.a Immediate briefing for on-duty hospitals by specialty and area     18 
3.b Receive alert messages for high atmospheric pollution indicators 1 1  9 7 
3.c Ability to send sms 2  2 5 10 

 
Beyond any doubt, the suggested services were well received and there was a general 
agreement on that. 

2nd Co-creation Workshop in 12th Open Care Center – 2nd of March 2018 

The goal of this workshop multiple. Firstly, was to remind and present a) the basic services 
of the application and b) the questionnaires results of the services evaluation from the 
previous event on the 15th of December 2017. Secondly, to demonstrate various options for 
the interface/functionality of the application, to co-create provided services. Lastly, to 
demonstrate the current interface and functionality of the developed mobile application 
through mockups, and to discuss about the preferred/favorite pharmacies of the seniors. 
 
The same large room was used as in the previous workshop in that OCC. 
Initially, an overview of the project was made for those who did not attend the previous 
events. We remind them what has been done in previous meetings. Afterwards, the main 
findings from the processing of the results of the questionnaires gathered were re-
demonstrated (from the previous meeting). Also, it was noted which of the 
services/functionalities are currently implemented, which services are not implemented yet 
and which services will not be implemented. Finally, 2 different options of the 
interface/functionality of the application were presented, through mockups. We tried to 
show them the current implementation of the app carefully without biasing them. 
Great interest was expressed from the part of the beneficiaries. 21 total seniors attended 
with full attention and interest. Also some of them (2-3) had laptops or tablets with them 
and were very excited. People showed interest all along the demonstration, particularly at 
the presentation of mockups. 
 
Another activity took place after the demonstration of mockups: 
Through mini-groups with the help of moderator, the goal was to co-create the application. 
Specifically, the goal was to make the senior citizens to choose one of the 2 
interaction/interface application options and take further feedback about the functionality 
and interaction/screens of the application. The aim was to take as much feedback as 
possible in order to further improve the application development to better suit their needs. 
21 Seniors were split to 4 groups (3 groups of 5 and 1 group of 6). Each group sat on a 
different table, all in the same room. One facilitator from RCM acted as a moderator for 
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each group. The moderator job was simple: to take as much feedback as possible and to 
extract as many comments as possible for the further development/improvement of the 
app. For that reason, each moderator had a leaflet filled with various questions. The 
questions corresponded to the interface of the application (eg. do you want bigger fonts?)  
and also to the further improvement of the health services in order to better suit the needs 
of senior citizens (eg. do you want to be able to search many doctors specialties each 
time?). Each mockup was assigned a unique number in order to assist the moderator in 
which screen was being referred each time. 
 
The supporting material used for this co-creation event was: Laptop & data projector, PP 
presentation, flip chart & coloured markers, consent forms, assessment questionnaire 
forms, pens. 
 
The procedure unfolded successfully and as planned. We extracted many comments for the 
further improvement of the app. Senior citizens co-operated perfectly with the moderators. 
Also the outcome lead us to various technical decisions, which can be summed up in the 
table below: 
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id name Problem scope history available options recommendation feasibility decision 

1 
 
 
 

 

Final 
Selection of 

main 
interface of 

the app 

Whether the 
main view of 

the app should 
be a map or 

not. 

   The view is 
already 

implemented in 
this way.  

The main view of the app will remain as 
it is. That is the presentation of the 

services as links (icons) in a grid and not 
a map. 

2 Colors of 
service 
icons 

(hospitals 
etc) 

The colors of 
service icons 
are not very 

distinct. 

    5 / 5  The colors of service icons will be 
changed in order to be more distinct. 

3 Font size Font size may 
not be big 

enough for the 
mobile/tablets 

    4 / 5  Re-evaluate the font size and the 
readability with the use of tablets 

4 Panic 
Button 

How the panic 
button should 

work 

 1) Panic button 
will be activated 
instantly when 
pressed and a 
call to a pre-

selected default 
number will be 

made.  2) Before 
the activation of 
the call, a drop-

  4 / 5  A drop-down menu will appear when the 
panic button is clicked. The senior citizen 
will then select its emergency call from a 

list. The list can be modified and the 
senior can add whichever number he 

likes. Also for accessibility issues, a 
confirmation dialog will be prompted 
before each call in order to make sure 

that a user wants to make a call... 
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down menu will 
appear and the 

senior will 
choose which 
number to call 

(however all those actions make this 
button a no-panic button...) 

5 Search with 
given 

region, not 
only with 
current 
position 

 Currently
, a user 
could 

search a 
nearby 

pharmac
y or 

doctor 
only by 
providin

g his 
current 
location 
(GPS).  

   4 / 5  The user will be able to search a doctor 
or a pharmacy given a certain region. 

Appropriate option box will be prompted 
to user after he clicks the service and the 

user could either select to search a 
service nearby by his current location or 

by providing a certain region 

6 Google 
Maps 

 Currently
, the 

Mobile 
Age Path 
Compon

ent 
provides 

a very 
basic/mi
nimalisti

   4 / 5  A user will be able to activate the Gmaps 
service in order to be navigated to a 

certain position (pharmacy etc). A google 
maps icon will be placed apropriately 

inside the application 
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c 
support 

for paths 
and 

routing 
to a 

certain 
location.  

7 Hospitals 
Multiple 

Clinic 
Search 

 Currently
, a user 

can 
search 

multiple 
on-duty 
clinics. 

   TODO: ask in meeting 

8 Doctors 
Preferred 
Specialties 

Search 

 Currently
, a user 

can 
search 

multiple 
doctor 

specialti
es, 

without 
having a 

pre-
selected 

   TODO: ask in meeting 
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specialty 
defined. 

9 Pharmacies 
k-nn 

 Currently 
a user 

searches 
for 

pharmaci
es that 

are 
within a 
certain 
radius 

from his 
position. 

  
 
 
 

 

 4 / 5  This implementation will be changed. 
The pharmacies will be search according 
to a classical k-nn manner returning the 
k-closest pharmacies. The parameter "k" 

may be set by the user 

Table 3: List of technical decisions
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Image 13: Workshop image 

 
Image 14: Workshop image 
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Image 15: Workshop image 

3rd Co-creation Workshop in 12th Open Care Center – 24th of April 2018 

This workshop was organized in order to demonstrate the results from adjusting the mobile 
application interface according to the technical decisions that were taken from the last OCC 
co-creation event. Furthermore, we wanted to give to the senior citizens some tablets in 
order to test the application with various themes and styles (e.g different colors, different 
layout etc) and to assign to each of them various application's tasks like finding the closest 
hospital or calling to a doctor in order to evaluate the accessibility and the user experience 
of the various application's user scenarios. 
This workshop didn’t go as smoothly as the previous ones. We didn’t even have the chance 
to have a short meeting at the coffeehouse nearby one hour before our meeting at the OCC 
because it was closed, so we missed the opportunity to be and feel as well organized as we 
needed to be. 
 
At the beginning of the workshop, we realized there was a problem with the projector 
cable, so we couldn’t connect it to the laptop to make the demonstration as we had 
planned. We made this presentation by turning the laptop screen towards the senior 
citizens and describing as vividly as possible the changes on the interface. 

 
A group was given some tablets and the goal was to evaluate the application's user 
interface through various themes, styles and layout. We performed this activity because 
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they might want more distinct colors, or a different layout of the tiles of the home screen 
(e.g 2 tiles in each row or one tile below the other) 
18 seniors were given 15 tablets. Some seniors brought their tablets/phones so they used 
those for this activity. The application was pre-loaded in the tablet and the senior user 
could access it from there. We asked them to test 3 different styles. The first one was the 
default look of the application with the initial colors and a 4x1 layout of the service tiles at 
the home page. The second style changed the layout of the home screen, to a 2x2 grid of 
the service tiles, while the third style kept the same layout with the first style but changed 
the main colors of the application. The seniors had to compare those styles and decide 
which feels best for them. 
The procedure was a little chaotic due to some technical limitations (eg at first couldn’t 
connect simultaneously to the internet through the WI-FI of OCC), so we had to change the 
place of the workshop and sit in a coffee shop close to the OCC which had stable internet 
access. The high number of the seniors as compared to the limited number of us (the 
stakeholders from RCM and AUTH were only 5), was also a drawback. However, we 
managed to take feedback about the best/preferred look of the application. 
 
The goal of a second activity was to complete some assigned user scenarios in order to 
evaluate the accessibility, experience and easiness of the user with the application's 
functionality. We performed this activity because the end-user experiences the application 
very differently from what the developer experiences or think that his end-user will 
experience. 
We handed to our focus group 7 user scenarios like find the hospital clinics that are on duty 
on this particular day or find and call the closest doctor. In the background, the application 
was logging the taps of the users and their movements in order to examine their sequence 
later. 
The procedure was also a little chaotic as the previous one. A few seniors found this activity 
very easy and completed it in 5 minutes, whereas the majority of the others had a very 
hard time and some of them faced some accessibility issues, e.g they couldn't unlock the 
tablet if the screen was off because of idle time, the keyboard confused them at user inputs 
and hide the rest of the screen, the some users unwittingly minimized the application (by 
pressing the home tablet button) and then couldn't maximize it again etc etc.   
 
The supporting material used in this workshop was 15 Tablets, consent forms, 
questionnaire forms, and pens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The major technical decision taken after this workshop has to do with keyboard activation 
and it is described as follows: 
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id name Problem 
scope history feasibility decision 

10 
Hide Keyboard 

to small 
devices 

Some senior 
users had a 
hard time 

typing on an 
input form 

with a 
keyboard 

that hide the 
half of the 

tablet screen 
(eg if tablet 

is at 
landscape) 

On the most 
select inputs 
(eg clinics), a 

user could 
filter the 

select options 
(by typing 
inside the 

select box) in 
order to 

choose his 
option faster. 

 4 / 5  

The keyboard will not be 
activated at select inputs if the 

device's window height is 
below a certain threshold (eg 
mobile devices or tablets at 

landscape mode) 

Table 4: Major decision 

During reflection, the major point that we have gained from that workshop is that next 
time, we should be more well prepared. Certainly, we must have more researchers and 
facilitators from RCM and AUTH, 1 person for every 2-3 senior citizens would be nice. 
 
However, there is a good reason behind these absences since some RCM team members 
had to proceed the writing of this report and the deadline for that was too close. Therefore, 
we could also keep in mind not to arrange OCC workshop when an important deadline is 
due shortly afterwards. 
 
Since it’s a workshop that was carried out a few days ago, no analysis on data collected 
from the recording application is available. 
 
Future workshops should emphasize more on improving and evaluating every aspect of the 
application and of course the overall co-creation process 
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Image 16: workshop image 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 167: Workshop image 
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Image 17: Workshop image 
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Figure 10: Number of Interventions per Co-creation Stage 

 
 
Figure 11: Number of Co-creators per Phase 
 

3.4 Parallel Tasks related to the co-creation process 

3.4.1 Work with open data  

Open data has been an issue that was in our mind from the beginning of Mobile-Age 
project long before the co-creation process had started. It has proved to be a difficult task 
and an ongoing process since it involves many stakeholders which are potential data 
providers. 
In the beginning the questions concerning datasets started as “what potential datasets that 
RCM owns could be of some value in order to offer services to older adults?” This initial 
questions helped us come up with datasets which were available, related to health and 
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environment and RCM owned the majority of them. In the beginning, these selected 
datasets were: 
 
Micropollutor indicators in 7 pollution measurement stations in Thessaloniki 
Pharmacies 
Opticians 
Rehabilitation Centers 
and there were some other ones considered as not so useful such as diagnostic centres, 
private clinics, hemodialysis centers. 
 
However, they were not all of such a high value as potential datasets which could be 
offered by other stakeholders like the Medical Accosiation of Thessaloniki, or EOPYY (The 
national system of contracted doctors), or the Pharmaceutical Accosiation of Thessaloniki 
or SYFA which handle the information about pharmacies on duty, or a specific hospital 
authority which arranges which hospitals are on duty in Thessaloniki. 
We had various communications with them, but some were to no avail. This part will be 
further described later on in this report. 
 

3.4.2 Open data decision (still not published)  

Another pending issue on behalf of RCM was the official decision about which datasets are 
characterized as open and given in an open machine-readable format online. This has not 
been officially issued yet, because it needs the cooperation of all RCM directorates, it and it 
hasn’t been created and signed so far. However, it is an official decision that makes it 
obligatory for RCM to upload datasets that have been characterized as open and freely 
available. It doesn’t however prevent RCM from uploading additional datasets, as 
transparency is its main objective.  
 

3.4.3 Device acquisition 

This was a bureaucratic procedure that lasted longer than we had expected. In the first 
place, the technical requirements were set by RCM and AUTH, after having received some 
input from other Mobile Age partners on that, and according to the current price of tablet 
devices an amount of 25 tablets were requested with a screen size of 9” for a price up to 
4000 euros. However, it took about 4 months to have this procurement process run by the 
procurement department of RCM. Prices had increased since the official request had been 
made, and changes could neither occur to the amount asked nor to the screen size. After 
an internal debate we kept the request of 2GB of RAM so that the application would run 
without delay as this would have an impact on the senior citizens overall experience when 
using our application. Unfortunately, no companies were interested in taking part on that 
procurement procedure since the profit was marginal, therefore the procedure ended 
without any contract. 
 
Afterwards, a new procedure initiated almost immediately and this time we had altered the 
amount of tablets requested down to 16 and kept the screen size between 8-9,7” inches. 
We added a 3G-4G connectivity feature so that older adults could use a sim card for calls 
and sms in the context of the application if they wanted. This time we only had two offers, 
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one of which was according to our technical specifications. This time everything went well 
and we received our tablets in March 2018. 
 

3.4.4 Documentation of activities 

Documentation of our activities was another task we had to fulfill in order to document all 
progress and keep a single reference point of what had happened during this co-creation 
period. It was done according to the template that was provided to us at least for the two 
informational events, but since the template has changed, the documentation for 
workshops has been presented in a slightly different format. 
 

  
Figure 12: Number of Activities  
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Figure 13:  Number of Stakeholders in Core Project Group Meetings  
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3.4.5 Annex no 1 

 
Date Participants Purpose 

2/3/2016 RCM, AUTH  

25/5/2016 RCM, AUTH  

30/6/2016 RCM, AUTH  

1/11/2016 RCM, Medical 
Accosiation of 
Thessaloniki 

Acquire access to the medical accosiation of Thessaloniki 
Records 

21/2/2017 
 

RCM, OCC 
responsible 

 

7/3/2017 RCM, AUTH, OCC 
responsible 

 

27-28/3/2017 RCM, AUTH, NH, 
JJ 

Knowledge transfer from Phase 1 sites 

13/6/2017 RCM, AUTH Prepare for informational event 

23/6/2017 RCM, AUTH, 
Senior Citizens 
from 12th OCC 

To inform potential participants about the project, collect 
consensus forms, make a first activity with questionnaires 

4-6/7/2017 Most partners, 
official project 

meeting in 
Thessaloniki 

 
 
 
 

2/10/2017 
 
 

RCM, AUTH, 
Senior Citizens 
from 3rd OCC 

To inform potential participants about the project, collect 
consensus forms, make a first activity with 
questionnaires, check whether they relate to answers 
gathered from intervention 1st informational event on 
the 12th OCC 

1/12/2017 RCM To get informed about Madrid meeting, to clarify open 
data issues (availablity, degree of compliance, quality) 
and to prepare for the first workshop 

15/12/2017 RCM, AUTH, 
Senior Citizens 
from 12th OCC 

To demonstrate the results from the questionnaires 
gathered during the first 2 events, to present the basic 
services of the application, to assess those basic services 
and to discuss about their co-creation 

2/3/2018 RCM, AUTH, 
Senior Citizens 
from 12th OCC 

To remind and present 1) the basic services of the 
application and 2) the questionnaires results of the 
services evaluation, to demonstrate various options for 
the interface/functionality of the application, to co-create 
the provided services, to demonstrate the current 
interface and functionality of the developed mobile 
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Date Participants Purpose 

application through mockups, and to discuss about the 
preferred/favorite pharmacies of the seniors. 

24/3/2018  
 

RCM, AUTH, 
Senior Citizens 
from 12th OCC 

To present the application installed at the mobile devices 
to the senior citizens as it has been transformed 
according to their comments on the mockups. To let them 
experiment and use it and get feedback on it. 

Table 5: List of Meetings (preparatory + formal ones) 
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4 Evaluation  
The framework for evaluating the field site of the Region of Central Macedonia is based on 
the logic model of the overall project evaluation framework as well as D3.1-Recruitment 
and Engagement Plan of Central Macedonia.  

The framework concerns: 

Formative evaluation of co-creation process  

Summative evaluation on both outputs and outcomes of the process.   

The formative evaluation constituted the ‘live’ tool that took place during the project co-
creation process with the aim of improving the process’s design and performance. 
On-going formative evaluation was essential for trying to understand why a methodology 
works or doesn’t, and what other factors (internal and external) are at work during the 
project’s life. 
Formative evaluation complements the summative evaluation in which we tried to look at 
the impact of the intervention on our target group. 
The ex-post, summative evaluation is mainly associated with more objective, quantitative 
methods of data collection. However, qualitative methods were used as well, in order to 
get a better understanding of what we have achieved, and how or why this has occurred. 
Using qualitative methods of data collection can also provide a good insight into 
unintended consequences and lessons for improvement. 
Summative evaluation is more outcome-focused than process focused. It is important to 
distinguish outcome from output. Summative evaluation is not about stating that three 
workshops were held, with a total of fifty people attending (outputs), but rather the result 
of these workshops, such as increased knowledge (outcomes). 
 

 
Figure 12: Process of summative evaluation 

 

 

 

4.1 Formative evaluation of co-creation process 

The criteria that we used involve evaluating the relevance, accessibility, inclusiveness and 
transparency of the process (Overview of Mobile-Age evaluation activities): 

Criteria Evaluation question 
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Relevance • Was the co-creation process relevant to 
participants and addressed their needs, 
interests and motivation? 

• Did the co-creation process result in 
more personalized, public services that 
better suit the needs of users? 

Accessibility and usability: 
- Openness and diversity 
- Ability to participate 

• Was the co-creation process accessible 
to participants and enable people to 
participate in the ways they were able? 

• Did the project manage to engage 
people from different abilities in the co-
creation process? Who was missing? 

• Did the participants feel that they could 
contribute, by finding the procedure 
easy to follow? 

Inclusiveness and ownership • Did all participants actively participate in 
the co-creation process? 

• Were all participants involved in the 
decision making appropriate? 

• To what extend did participants have a 
level of ownership over the co-creation 
process?  

• Did the opinions of the participants 
influenced outputs? 

Transparency/trust • Were the expectations and aims of the 
co-creation process transparent and 
understood by all participants? 

• Were decisions that were made 
comprehensible and transparent? 

• Did the co-creation process enable the 
establishment of trust between 
participants and researchers? 

Effectiveness of the process • How effective did the facilitators find the 
co-creation? 

• How did the objectives met? 
Participants learning/feedback on the 
outputs 

• What did the participants learnt by 
taking part in the workshops and being 
involved in the project? 

• Is the app easy to use? Do the 
participants have concerns about what is 
being developed? 
 

 Table 6: List of criteria concerning transparency of process 
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4.1.1 Relevance 

Co-creation as a methodology is an approach entirely unknown to senior citizens. The one 
thing that made the approach even more difficult to explain and implement was the fact 
that we, the employees of the Region and the intermediates, the Open Care Centre 
workers, have, also, never worked with such a methodology before. This made us very 
anxious and insecure while planning the co-creation process. After examining a number of  
ideas, we crafted a questionnaire in order to assess the personal – medical – technological 
profile of the participants. Senior citizens were happy to answer the questions that were 
referring to their profile and their needs. We had thought of providing the questionnaires 
to each one of them and wait for them to fill them, but as the workshop was in a way “self-
driven” we ended up reading and explaining each question and the participants wrote their 
answers in their personal questionnaire, while we (facilitators + researchers) were 
wandering around them helping, encouraging and socializing.       

At the beginning we were afraid that there will be no response from the participants and 
that we would face a “silent” audience, but from the first workshop we realized, with great 
pleasure, that senior citizens are full of ideas and needs that are not predicted or 
predictable. They all proved to be very willing to express their small or bigger needs in the 
health information sector that they were very keen to explain and expose to everyone their 
experiences when dealing with health problems, doctor appointments or hospital 
adventures.     

Through the co-creation process the health services and provided data were personalized 
and better suit the needs of participants. 

4.1.2 Accessibility and usability 

We chose to work in the Open Care Centre’s premises in order to have the participants in a 
familiar, friendly environment. We implemented workshops in two Departments of the 
Open Care Centres, one in the city centre and one in the eastern district of the city of 
Thessaloniki, places that are easy to reach by public transport. The majority of the 
participants were already actively members of the respective O.C.C. and they reached the 
meeting point on foot. We asked the O.C.C. intermediates to disseminate the invitation on 
participating in our workshops between all the other Departments in the area, and we were 
surprised to discover that two people attended, although they did not “belong” to the 
particular structure, but they found the idea so interesting that they made a lot of extra 
effort to reach it.  

The educational level of the participants was very sufficient. Most of them had a high 
school degree and some of them even a University Degree. Some of them were a bit 
confused and concerned when we said “it is going to be such an easy job for us, as all the 
work is going to be done by you!” Of course, we immediately explained how we were going 
to proceed and everyone was very satisfied, as all of us from the Region, the IT Directorate, 
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and the Health Directorate along with a doctor who was very close to them and, of course 
the researchers from AUTH, helped them throughout the workshops. 

There were only a few cases (probably one or two) that lost their interest because they 
found that the application “is meant for older people” (this was the opinion of a 64-year-
old lady who said that she can already find all she needs through internet) or, on the other 
hand, that it was too difficult for old people (a man with no computer knowledge thought 
that we were there to “teach” them how to use tablets). 

During the first step of the co –creation procedure the information and the expectations 
run very smoothly as we got the clear message that they wanted to take their time to figure 
out what was going on. Many of them took the information sheet, the consent note and all 
the other documents we hand out, with them in order to read them carefully at home or to 
discuss it with their children.     

Fortunately, even though many of them had no previous experience with tablets, they were 
very enthusiastic, and declared ready to co-create and earn the advantage to use tools that 
only their grandchildren knew so far! 

4.1.3 Inclusiveness & ownership 

The initial approach was based on an estimate we had that the participation would be poor 
and that we could not reassure the attractiveness of our workshops. With that in mind, we 
initially planned to reach three or more Open Care Centres in order to attract as many 
people as possible. We discussed this with the O.C.C. colleagues and asked them to provide 
us with a general profile of their members. It was very encouraging to be informed that 
they are quite active with many interests and hobbies.  

Participants were recruit through posters emphasizing on easy access on public services 
through our mobile devices. 

From the very first workshop the active prepossession of the participants, as the general 
reaction, was very satisfying. The majority showed their willing to participate either by 
promoting their existing familiarity with the computers and internet, or by expressing their 
need of entering this unknown era of new technologies that everybody talks about.  

Some of them were more cautious as they had no previous experience with smart mobile 
devices and some were a bit disappointed that no computer lessons were going to be 
provided. But the overwhelming majority welcomed the initiative.  

At every step of the procedure throughout the workshops, we wanted to be open. We 
listened patiently to their comments, even though many times the discussion led us to 
fields that were not that much relative to the project, such as the doctors’ attitude, the 
crowding in the hospitals or the level of their pension. 
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Although the application were in the mind of the researchers as a general concept the 
participants were guided not to expect ready propositions from them but to think of their 
own and not to hesitate to ask for something, even if they didn't believe it was  important 
enough for an online application. 

The facilitators paid attention to every proposal in order to adjust everything in the 
application. 

4.1.4 Transparency/trust    

Building a transparent and trustful environment were our main tools for attracting and 
keeping the interest of the senior citizens from the beginning. 

The Region, as a public authority and as a representative of the Government, has no clear 
role in the conscience of the citizens (especially the older ones), as their interaction mainly 
concerns the City Council. So we wanted to emphasize the critical role of the Region and 
the importance of the co-operation with AUTH, with the goal of improving of the quality of 
life of the Region’s senior citizens. 

Many of the participants were sceptic about the intensions of a Governmental body and 
the use of their personal data or personal opinions. We explained in details the object of 
the project and we managed to achieve a very friendly and trustful relationship with the 
participants. To that end, both the AUTH and the O.C.C. colleagues were more than helpful: 
the researcher from AUTH was always present at the workshops, which added scientific 
validity and co-operative climate to the whole procedure. He answered every single 
technical question and took them “by the hand” in order to keep in touch with the group. 
The help provided by the intermediates at the O.C.C. was priceless. The Social Workers 
prepared a positive, friendly feeling and they also participated in two of the workshops. It 
was very encouraging to get feedback from them also, saying that they were very happily 
surprised about the approach we used and the way we interactively conducted ourselves 
with the participants. Both members and workers of the O.C.C. were happy to find out at 
the end of the day, that civil servants stand off the typical distant person they were used to 
confront so far! 

A typical example of the good relationship was the case of a random meeting off work (at a 
theatre) where a participant met one of us and instantly introduced herself and, very 
proudly, explained the project in which they were working together! 

4.1.5 Effectiveness of the process 

The co-creation procedure with its ups and downs, the long discussions and the good will of 
everyone, became the cornerstone of the application. The initial goal of the researchers 
was to extract a minimum number of opinions in order to have a kind of baseline for the 
app. The actual influence of the co-creation procedure were much bigger than that as the 
needs of senior citizens were almost in total affiliated.  
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4.1.6 Participants learning/feedback on the outputs 

The main lesson for the participants were that their voices are being heard and that the 
regional authority is very close to their needs.  

The technological knowledge that many of them expected is being build step by step and it 
is going to be finalized (in the framework of this app) by the end of the demonstration 
workshops. 

The first feedback on the output was moderately optimistic. Problems with the internet 
connection, with the front-ends and the navigation are being continuously tackled and 
worked throughout the workshops.    

4.2 Summative evaluation on outputs and outcomes of the process.   

The anticipated outcomes and outputs of the project based on the project logic are defined 
as following: 

Outputs: The direct immediate results associated with the project. What the project has 
achieved in the short term. 

Outcomes: Short to medium terms consequences of the project (often on the target 
audience).   

The criteria that we used involve evaluating the relevance, accessibility, inclusiveness, 
transparency and quality of the product (Overview of Mobile-Age evaluation activities): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Criteria Evaluation question 
Relevance • Are the platform and the mobile 

applications developed relevant to 
older citizens, intermediaries and 
service providers and address and meet 
their needs? 

• Did the design and development of the 
technical innovations take into account 
and respond to the requirements and 
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observations developed in the co-
creation process? 

Accessibility and usability • Are the design and content of the 
mobile applications developed 
accessible and easily used by older 
citizens, intermediaries and service 
providers? 

• Do they meet WGAG 2.0 or to other 
relevant accessibility and usability 
guidelines? 

Inclusiveness • To what extent did participants have a 
sense of ownership over the product?  

Transparency/trust • Is it clear and transparent how the 
findings from the co-creation process 
have been implemented into the 
design and development of the 
applications? 

• To what extent do participants and 
stakeholders trust the product and 
trust the data? 

Quality (comprehensiveness, completeness 
and understandability) 

• Is the service and information provided 
of a high quality? (Based on a measure 
of its comprehensiveness, 
completeness and understandability). 

Table 7: List of criteria concerning transparency of product 

4.2.1 Relevance 

When planning the possible theme of an application for the senior citizens many ideas were 
discussed and many possible data were proposed to be used. The availability of doctors, 
the connection of the doctor’s recipe with the pharmacist, the online information from the 
pharmacist to the client regarding the availability of the required product, the spatial 
localization of the open pharmacies, the available hospitals and clinics, the information 
about air pollution and information on the pollution level at the area they want to visit, 
were the most popular of them.  

When implementing the workshops, we discovered that the participants were very 
interested in an easy and effective communication with their doctor and pharmacist, 
although nearly all of them had never considered it as a problem to visit their pharmacist. 
In Greece, walking in your neighborhood, visiting your pharmacist, discussing with him/her 
and the other customers and returning home is actually a very common way of socializing 
and exercising, a way to feel still useful and efficient. The online connection with the 
pharmacist looked rather clever to them especially when we asked them to give us the 
contact information with their pharmacist/s in order to co-operate with them also. They 
were very positive in that and they communicate with them and gave us feedback. 
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It was repeatedly pointed out that a very useful tool would be something like a panic 
button on the application. This gave inspiration to the conversation many times as they had 
many personal stories to share. Most of them live alone, they consider themselves healthy 
and independent, but they always have the fear of a sudden event at home that they will 
not be able to confront. Their first thought was to connect this “panic button” with their 
children. In Greece the first one you want to call in case of emergency, (no matter if it is a 
health emergency or a technical damage) is your children (or respectively) your parents! 
We discussed with them the fact that a “panic button” should actually be used in case of 
emergency and that’s why it should be connected with the ambulance service, or else it 
would be just a “quick dial” service. In one workshop, participated a colleague from RCM 
who is also a volunteer in a rescue team and explained them the value of calling the right 
expert in case of emergency. 

Regarding the design of the application it was very clear at the relevant workshop that the 
men were more interested in the functionality and the easy- to- use part, when women had 
also comments to make regarding the colors and the size of the buttons. 

The researchers form AUTH were very open in all the proposals and always ready to cope 
with any technical desire of the participants. The application turned to provide more 
personalized, relevant and accessible public services that better suit the needs of the senior 
citizens.  

4.2.2 Accessibility and usability 

It has been a continuously concern to all whether the developed apps would be easy to use 
and easy to reach the correct information.   

The application is designed to provide information about doctors, hospitals and pharmacist, 
and these are fields in which one should be very careful regarding the update content, the 
accurate data and advices (i.e. closest open pharmacy, availability of a drug).  

Because of the formality of the data we wanted the front-end to be more “fun” and 
attractive, so not to remind them of the official, common sites or flyers of a public service. 

The opinion of the participants on the front end of the app, generated a number of 
improvements, including how searches were organized and displayed.  

4.2.3 Inclusiveness 

The priorities of the application attracted the participants and the sense that the 
researchers and the facilitators “learned” from their experience gave them the motivation 
to participate massively in the workshops. It is important to mention that every workshop 
attracted more than 15 participants which corresponded massively, even when the events 
abstracted from each other.  

The general feeling was that: 
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They were part of a working team, with a target that will make their and other people’s 
life better, their role in the team was very vital so they were “obliged” to achieve the best 
possible result. 

4.2.4 Transparency/trust 

During the co-creation process there were only a few cases that the requirements were not 
feasible to implement. One example would be their need of finding appointments with the 
hospital on the requested time and not to have to wait so long at the hospital before the 
doctor could examine them.  

All their other recommendations and comments were comprehended and included in the 
application. 

This reinforced the transparency and trust of the whole effort. 

4.2.5 Quality 

The application meets the requirement of comprehensiveness, completeness and 
understandability. 
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5 Conclusions 

5.1 Lessons learnt 

1. At the beginning there was a gap between the goals of the researchers/facilitators of 
the service and the co-creators. Very soon it was realized that older adults were very clear 
of what they wanted and needed from us. Thus, facilitator’s knowledge and guidance, 
combined with ideas and needs of older adults ended in a balance and the goals of both 
sides are accomplished. 

2. It was very easy to recruit older people for a technology-oriented project. Being or not 
familiar with technology, they are still very willing and interested in new technological 
ideas.  

This is because they know that technology can affect their everyday life in a more easy and 
efficient way. Moreover, technology brings them closer to their beloved persons (children, 
grandchildren etc.). It must be added that in Greece the institution of family is very 
significant and the relationships of family members are still very strong. 

3. Another lesson regards to outside stakeholders, such as pharmacists. Most of the older 
adults have their own pharmacists that are very familiar to and trust them (like their 
doctor). That will help us to be in contact with them and ask them to participate to the final 
stage of the app, when their contribution will be necessary. 

It is worth mentioned that in Greece the relationship between older adults and their 
pharmacists and doctors is very personal and strong. 

4. The older adults were unfamiliar with co-creationprocesses. Nevertheless, they fully 
understood the whole procedure very easily and were very willing to actively participate. 

Moreover, they had many ideas to propose to the co-working team, a lot of questions have 
been asked and many issues asking for clarifications were risen. 

5. Almost half of them were, at some level, familiar with technology and held mobile 
phones and tablets. This does not mean that they are familiar of how to use an app, to 
understand which button they have to push, how they can and what steps must follow to 
get the information they need.  

We believe that we need two more workshops to accomplish the frequent and right use of 
the application. 

6. The good relationship between the older adults and the working team is extremely 
important. The most crucial aspect of that relationship was, first of all, the immediacy and 
straightness between facilitators/researchers and  the older people. Arriving at the 
workshops early and informally socializing with the older adults and discussing with them, 
for various issues (apart from the technology and the co-creation procedure), including 
even personal matters, was crucial for the successful co-creation procedure in total. 

https://el.glosbe.com/en/el/straightness
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On the other hand, after each workshop was finished, the facilitators stayed in the room 
with the older people in order to chat with them or to advise them in issues concerning 
technology and use of tablets, mobile phones etc. 

7. The participants were very happy and honored that a team of employees and academics 
was dealing with them and very soon and easily became intimate with the members of the 
team of RCM and AUTH. 

The trust and confidence that these people shown to us was amazing and thus 
unforgettable. Many of them really felt the need to share with us some personal issues and 
even personal stories. One lady told us that she was really grim, because of the death of her 
son and the whole procedure was helping her to feel more vivid and dative. 

8. The number of the completed workshops plays a minor role to the successful 
completion of co-creation procedure. At our case we managed to complete the co-creation 
procedure within five (5) workshops, a number that we believe is small regarding the initial 
goals, the complicated content and the ambitious achievements of the co-creation 
procedure.  

Combining that with the fact that the participation was really very high and we have to 
handle with many people with different levels of IT literacy and personal needs, it was 
really a feat implementing the procedure so far during this time. 

9. Taking advice from the manager of Open Care Centre the duration of the workshops 
was approximately 2 hours. That was due to two reasons: 

-Firstly, after two hours of co-working, learning and speaking, older adults become tired or 
lost their interest, so itwas difficult for them to watch and participate actively and thus 
meaningless to continue the process, and 

-Secondly, their schedule was really busy and full of other personal tasks or social activities. 

10. Regarding the collaboration with the external co-creators and the availability of the 
open data, we faced many serious problems: 

- Firstly, was the Greek Organization of Health Services (EOPPY). They were not co-
operative and were unwilling to provide the requested data about the availability of free 
doctors’ appointments. 

-Secondly there are problems regarding the format of the data of the work shifts of the 
doctors at public hospital and health clinics. AUTH forced to develop an application to 
correct and updated them regularly. 

-The Pharmacists Association of Thessaloniki did not provide us with synchronized and 
updated data. 

All the above-mentioned problems taught us the following  lessons: 
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-Although, in individual level, doctors and pharmacists were willing to provide their 
assistance, their official associations were not agreeable to collaborate with other 
institutions and provide correct and valid data. 

-The communication with these associations was also extremely difficult. It demands a lot 
of effort to find the right person that handle the data and additionally the right person that 
is responsible for the permission of their elaboration.  

11. The weather conditions play also a role to the implementation of the process. The 
heat and high temperature can turn out to be a critical factor on attendance and 
participation. 

As a matter of fact, we were forced to postpone for a week a workshop during last summer, 
because of the very high level of the temperature in Thessaloniki (there was heatwave). 

Thus, we are obliged to schedule the workshops according, among many other parameters, 
to weather conditions (especially during the summer period). 

12. Sustainability and exploitation 

The Region of Central Macedonia is a public body on the second degree of self-government. The 
funding of the Region comes from the central government and there are no commercial actions 
that could be undertaken. The standard policy when implementing innovative projects with 
concrete outcomes, is to keep strictly the public ownership of them. The common good and the 
improvement of citizen’s everyday life is a high ambition of the region. Moreover, when talking 
about active aging, and the smooth passing from analog to digital practices, the Region is oriented 
to be pioneer. The Region put in the priorities agenda action in order to facilitate re-use of the 
application in further forms, by adding new data and choices in the existing application, as well as 
promote  the use in other Greek Regions. Through the project, a stable cooperation with the 
Ministry of Public Health was established, in order to keep the application alive and efencive. 

 High Technology projects, funded by Horizon 2020 programme are implemented with the 
partnership of other Regions (i.e. RESPONDRONE project with the Region of Western Macedonia 
and Thrace) and provides steps for sharing and promoting our application. 

The Region of Central Macedonia launched a 4.000.000,00 call co-financed by the European Social 
Fund for an elderly care service fully in line with the social role and responsibilities of the Region 

The planned project aims to create a central support service for elderly or lonely people who need 
social assistance and support. The service is provided by the "General Directorate of Public Health 
and Social Care", which is the competent department of the Region of Central Macedonia.  

The action concerns 3,000 people, mainly elderly, living alone and / or chronic sufferers in poverty 
and social alienation. The service has a duration of three (3) years and includes: a) the operation of 
a 24-hour monitoring center and telephone support of beneficiaries; and b) the monitoring and 
paging of the elderly through special devices (bracelets). 

The skeptical approach, is being replaced by a more “let’s co-operate” way of working and we 
strongly believe that the project Mobile – Age was a good-practice example for it.  
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5.2 Conclusions 

1. The general fields that the co-creation process will be focused were clarified from the beginning. 
Nevertheless the main components and the focus areas of the app became cleared and specified 
through: a) the presentation of the co-creation procedure to older adults and b) the discussion 
during of the internal workshop between providers and facilitators. 

It turned out that as the engagement of researchers, facilitators and users of an app is being 
implemented, the needs and the requirements of the final users become more defined and the 
internal gap of two sides is finally minimized. 

2. An effective way to make a service attractive to the target group is to allow its involvement 
to the co-creation process. This assumption was validated in our case also. The enthusiastic 
and vivid participation confirmed the above-mentioned remark.  

It is very important for older people to co-create a service that is oriented to them, because 
they feel that they can affect the factors that constitute their own lives. Of course, that was 
something new for them. 

Through co-creation procedure their needs were defined, parameters that were not initially 
accounted for were added through process implementation and their IT experience was 
enhanced. 

3. The participation of older adults was very high. This was a big satisfaction for the working 
team, but it, also, made us work harder in order to achieve a meaningful outcome.  

It was not an easy job to handle, communicate and fulfill the needs, questions and 
requirements of all these people, which, at the same time, were not used to wait for their 
turn to talk to ask something or raise an issue. 

At the same time, it was also quite difficult to explain the options of the application, to 
gather all the opinions and needs and be understood from so many co-creators.  

We coped with these problems by splitting them in smaller groups, so that they could 
operate separately and autonomously. Each group was coordinated and directed by a 
facilitator  

That way we were able to be more explanative, cover their needs more effectively and they 
also felt that they could express themselves more freely.  

In conclusion, the ‘massive’ participation may create challenges to the organization and 
implementation of the co-creation process, which must be solved and met in time and 
effectively. 

4. The internal co-creator workshops must be also mentioned as a conclusion for a 
successful co-creation activity. A number of internal workshops took place between the 
teams of RCM and AUTH in order to organize the co-creation workshops or adjust and 
coordinate our actions. They turned out to be very helpful, as they led us to reformulate 
the planned activities, to discuss the problems and to find solutions or readjustments.  
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5. We concluded that is very difficult for a completely novice older adult to use a 
mobileapp. 

The experience of teaching a novice older adult to use a new device in addition to a new 
app, proved to be challenging for users that had never used a smart mobile device in the 
past. The ongoing testing of the app will be evaluated during the upcoming workshops.   

6. From the above-mentioned lessons learnt, it is concluded that, although the co-creating 
procedure is unknown to the older adults, it is recommended as a very effective and 
fruitful tool of socioeconomic approaches of special and limited technological possibilities 
target groups. 

7. The collection of and opening of government data is not an easy job. Governmental 
institutions proved to be very hesitant and/or inefficient in providing the relevant data. 
Moreover, data were not kept up-to-date, were not reliable. An institution even tried to sell 
us their data.  

This is a very important conclusion because open data are requested in many cases of 
application with social background.  

The researchers make a lot of effort to collect valuable and manageable open data. In many 
cases they were compelled to edit and transform them to a useful information. 

8. In our case a very significant role to the implementation of co-creation activity was the 
role of O.C.C managers (intermediates). Their help in many aspects was extraordinary. 
They were very polite, co-operative and friendly.  

All the workshops took place at the premises of O.C.C, thus it is concluded, that without 
their substantial facilitation and assistance, we would not be able to gather, manage and 
handle so many participations.  

In other words, the role of intermediates at a successful co-creation procedure between 
very heterogeneous groups is really determining and catalytic. 

9. Nevertheless, despite difficulties and adversities, it was still very fun and ‘educational’ to co-work 
with older people! 
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